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Marcus Lindemann

TV journalist with my own production house – documentaries,
magazine stories for ZDF and other, mainly public, broadcasters

Journalism lecturer and trainer since 1998,
specialised in computer based investigations

Seminars and trainings for journalists at all career levels
- lecturer at universities and journalism schools
- inhouse for newspapers, agencies, stations
- workshops and trainings abroad

since 2011 presentations and trainings for the insurance industry
and the police in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Previously researcher, editor and reporter at ZDF

Freelance journalist for regional papers, magazine, radio and TV

MA in Political Economy (UK)



Structure of this session

I. Use Google properly

II. Think beyond Google

III. Other recommendations
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I. Use Google properly
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I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.
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I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.

Take more care on choosing search terms.
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I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.

Take more care on choosing search terms.

“Search terms” now refers to full text, not
keywords only
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I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.

2. You cannot search for #,§, @, ?
(but for €, $ and &).
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I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.

2. You cannot search for §, @, € (but for $).

3. Use less quotations marks.
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Use less quotation marks

[Curt Engelhorn]



Use less quotation marks

[“Curt Engelhorn”]



Use less quotation marks

What are you missing if you go for
[“Curt Engelhorn”]?



Use less quotation marks

What are you missing if you go for
[“Curt Engelhorn”]?

Engelhorn, Curt

Curt Glover Engelhorn/ Curt G. Engelhorn

Mr. Engelhorn

Kurt Engelhorn



Use less quotation marks

[“Curt Engelhorn” OR “Curt * Engelhorn” OR
“Engelhorn, Curt]



Use less quotation marks

[“Curt Engelhorn” OR “Curt * Engelhorn” OR
“Engelhorn, Curt OR “Kurt Engelhorn” OR
“Kurt * Engelhorn” OR “Engelhorn, Kurt]



Use less quotation marks
Quick & dirty

[Curt Engelhorn] is better than

[“Curt Engelhorn”]



I. Use Google properly

1. There is an invisible AND.

2. You cannot search for §, @, € (but for $).

3. Use less quotations marks.

4. Do not forget about other Google
services
(suggest, video, alerts, CSE, Earth)
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Make use of google suggestions
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Control
for upcoming results with alerts
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II. Think beyond Google
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

- libraries

- databases in general

- official databases

- closed forums
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

2. Do not forget offline sources – it can be
so much faster.
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

2. Do not forget offline sources – it can be
so much faster.

- colleagues

- telephone

- people

- books
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

2. Do not forget offline sources – it can be
so much faster.

3. For twitter and Facebook there are better
options.
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

2. Do not forget offline sources – it can be
so much faster.

3. For twitter and Facebook there are better
options.

- twitter.com/search-home
- facebook graph search
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II. Think beyond Google

1. Do not forget about deep web sources.

2. Do not forget offline sources – it can be
so much faster.

3. For twitter and Facebook there are better
options.

4. There are three tasks where Google is no
longer the best choice.
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3 tasks where Google is no
longer best

Similar images
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Similar images
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3 tasks where Google is no
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3 tasks where Google is no
longer best
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3 tasks where Google is no
longer best
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3 tasks where Google is no
longer best
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II. Other recommendations
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II. Other recommendations

1. If necessary, register for services.
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II. Other recommendations

1. If necessary, register for services.

2. The wayback maschine is great, but…
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The wayback maschine is great,
but…
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The wayback maschine is great,
but…
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II. Further recommendations
from participants

3. http://timetravel.mementoweb.org/
Meta-Search engine for archived data

4. https://hunter.io

identifies the e-mail-structure of
organisations and companies

5. https://checkwa.online/wp/

Gives you whatsapp pictures & status
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Any questions left?
Get in contact!

lindemann@autorenwerk.de
Marcus Lindemann

mobile: +49-178-257619-0

office +49-30-257619-12

recherche-info.de


